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NEW QUESTION: 1
Your network environment includes remote employees.
You need to create a secure connection for the remote employees
who require access to your Azure virtual network.
What should you do?
A. Configure a point-to-site VPN.
B. Configure an ExpressRoute.
C. Deploy Windows Server 2012 RRAS.
D. Configure a site-to-site VPN.
Answer: A
Explanation:
New Point-To-Site Connectivity
With today's release we've added an awesome new feature that
allows you to setup VPN connections between individual

computers and a Windows Azure virtual network without the need
for a VPN device.
We call this feature Point-to-Site VirtualPrivate Networking.
This feature greatly simplifies setting up secure connections
between Windows Azure and client machines, whether from your
office environment or from remote locations.
It is especially useful for developers who want to connect to a
Windows Azure Virtual Network (and to the individual virtual
machines within it) from either behind their corporate firewall
or a remote location. Because it is point-to-site they do not
need their IT staff to perform any activities to enable it, and
no VPNhardware needs to be installed or configured. Instead you
can just use the built-in Windows VPN client to tunnel to your
Virtual Network in Windows Azure.
References:
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/services/virtual-network/

NEW QUESTION: 2

Which statement about how the Cisco ASA supports SNMP is true?
A. SNMPv3 is enabled by default and SNMP v1 and 2c are disabled
by default.
B. The Cisco ASA and ASASM have an SNMP agent that notifies
designated management ,.stations if events occur that are
predefined to require a notification, for example, when a link
in the network goes up or down.
C. The Cisco ASA and ASASM provide support for network
monitoring using SNMP Versions 1,2c, and 3, butdo not support
the use of all three versions simultaneously.
D. SNMPv3 is more secure because it uses SSH as the transport
mechanism.
E. All SNMFV3 traffic on the inside interface will be denied by
the global ACL
Answer: B
Explanation:
Explanation
This can be verified by this ASDM screen shot:

NEW QUESTION: 3
Fill in the blank. To enter the router shell, use command
__________ .
Answer:
Explanation:
cligated

NEW QUESTION: 4
You have the following tables.
There is a many-to-one relationship from Subscriber to Date
that uses Subscriber[StartDate] and Date
[Date]. The Cross filter direction of the relationship is set
to Single.
You plan to create a column chart that displays the following
two measures:
Count of SubscriberID by Month based on the StartDate
Count of SubscriberID by Month based on the EndDate
What should you do before you create the measures?
A. Change the Cross filter direction of the active relationship
to Both.
B. Create an inactive many-to-one relationship from
Subscriber[StartDate] to Date[Date].
C. Create an active one-to-one relationship from
Subscriber[StartDate] to Date[Date].
D. Change the active relationship for many-to-one.
Answer: A
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
References:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/power-bi/desktop-create-and-ma
nage-relationships
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